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To our readers,

What could be more useful to 
independent service technicians who
work on BMWs than a publication 
dedicated specifically to them?

That's the idea behind the magazine
you're holding, TechDrive. BMW of North
America both sponsors the publication
and provides much of the information
that's included. A big part of the rationale 
behind TechDrive. is the belief that if you
are able to diagnose, repair and maintain
BMW vehicles properly and efficiently,
your reputation and ours will be enhanced.  

TechDrive. 's combination of feature
service articles (written from both 
BMW tech information and interviews with
successful independent BMW 
specialists), new technical developments,
systems evolution, as well as the correct
BMW replacement part, and service 
bulletins are intended to help you fix 
that BMW right the first time, on time. 
Our list of BMW dealers will assist you in
finding Original BMW Parts.

There's more to this effort, including
highly-informative and user-friendly web
sites, which we'll explain in future issues. 

We want to make TechDrive. the most
useful and interesting technical magazine
you receive, and you can help us do that.
Please email us at
editor@techdrivemag.com and let us 
know what topics you'd like to see covered,
and provide any other comments you 
might have. With your involvement, this
publication can evolve into one of your
most important tools. 

Thanks for your continued interest.

For more information please email us at: 
editor@techdrivemag.com
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Since BMW vehicles are made for people who enjoy
sporty driving, a higher percentage of them are built with
manual transmissions than is the case with most other
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It’s that time of year again. The record 
cold temperatures are over – we hope – but 
considering the wild fluctuations in our 
weather patterns, your customers may 
want heat one day and A/C the next.  
Here is some insight on how sophisticated
BMW Climate Control systems function and
how to diagnose them when something 
goes wrong. 

Evolution

BMW’s climate control systems have evolved
from the three-dial IHKS to the temperature
feedback IHKR and IHKA systems. All systems

FEATURE

control both heating and air conditioning, but
there are subtle differences in how they go
about it. Also, the IHKS/R/A systems control 
rear window defrosting, but since it is through
electrical means, straightforward electrical diag-
nostics apply. The old and new IHKS are non-
feedback systems -- while the temperature is
computer controlled, it is not regulated. The
IHKR/A systems are computer controlled and
the temperature is regulated. On manual sys-
tems you merely set a temperature and that’s it.
On computer regulated systems, a control unit
monitors interior and exterior temperatures and
modulates heating and cooling controls to adapt
to any changes in the environment. 

Operation and troubleshooting of the BMW IHKS, 
IHKR and IHKA climate control systems

Here is the typical location of the 
E-Thermostat. While it does have 
an effect on coolant temperature, 
do not become sidetracked by it. 
If the thermostat is mechanically 
stuck open, that’s one thing. If the
coolant is hot going to the heater 
control valve, check the valve next.

Saving the Environment    
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– Inside the Car!

BMW added to customer comfort by installing
dual climate control systems, so drivers and
passengers can enjoy separate temperature
control zones. Further advancements now
include rear air conditioning and rear climate
control systems. These technologically-
advanced systems require computer control 
to adequately monitor cabin temperature,
manipulate temperature controls and monitor
the effects of these changes. Over the next few
pages we will review BMW’s approach to 
heating, air conditioning, and computer control
with the IHKS/R/A systems. We will discuss the
heating system first, focusing on heating control
inside the cabin. We’ll follow up with air 
conditioning, from compressor type to 
temperature control, then go over electronic 
and computerized mode door and blower 
motor control. Finally, we'll look at the computer
control and diagnostics involved in these
advanced systems.

Keeping the temperature up
In order to provide heat inside the cabin, we

first need a reliable heat source -- the heated
engine coolant. Of course, to assist in bringing
coolant up to temperature faster, a thermostat
blocks flow through the radiator until a calibrated
temperature is reached. BMW has added an
electronic control to what's typically a single
stage thermostat by incorporating a solenoid
and a heating element. This heats up the wax
element inside the thermostat itself, causing it to
open sooner. This is referred to as
“Characteristic Map” cooling. 

If this E-Thermostat is malfunctioning, very
often the DME will flag a code for it, so it’s
always a good idea to check for DTCs
(Diagnostic Trouble Codes) when dealing with
heater problems. The exception is the Z8, which
does not have an E-Thermostat. While this 
provides additional cooling capacity for the
engine, it does not have a significant effect on
the temperature of the heating system.
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the valve.  On the Z3, power is switched to the
valve.  Check the wiring diagram before you 
start testing.

Cooling the motorist

In its air conditioning systems, BMW has
used either rotary vane or swash plate 
compressors. Starting in the ’95 for the 7-Series,
’97 for the 5-Series, and ’99 for the 3-Series,
BMW introduced the variable displacement
compressor. This uses a swash plate, but the
plate is designed to move. This changes the 
piston stroke, thereby varying displacement
based on changes in refrigerant pressures in the
compressor. This system, coupled with the use
of an expansion valve, reduces the cycling of the
compressor and the parasitic load on the
engine. Keep this in mind when diagnosing
high-side and low-side pressures.

Here are some simple rules for adding com-
pressor oil when servicing air conditioning sys-
tems on these cars, unless otherwise indicated:

• Use PAG oil for R-134 systems, mineral oil 
for R-12.

• Refill compressors with the quantity of 
oil drained.

• New compressors are often shipped full of oil,
so you need to drain first.

• If replacing lines only, there's no need to add 
oil as there's very little in the lines.

• If replacing a condenser or evaporator, 
add 2.0oz oil.

• If replacing the receiver/dryer add 1.0oz oil.
• BMW does not approve the use of any 

blend refrigerant.

In the IHKS system, A/C compressor control
is provided by the DME unit (the DME also
boosts idle speed to account for the additional
load of the compressor). The command for A/C
starts when the A/C switch provides that input to
the IHKS control unit (mounted on either side of
the HVAC housing, depending on the model). If
the evaporator temperature is above freezing, it

The heated coolant is piped into a heater 
control valve (the E90 from 6/05 production with
IHKA no longer uses a water valve, substituting
flap control instead). When this is open, it allows
hot coolant into the heater core. BMW uses two
variations on its heater control valves. The IHKS
system uses an electric heater control valve that
is normally open to pass coolant through the
heater core. This way if there is some electrical
failure the passenger compartment will always at
least have heat. The electric heater control valve
is energized when the air conditioning system is
turned on. This closes the valve and blocks hot
coolant from reaching the heater core. In the
IHKS system, the heater control valve is either
on or off -- there is no modulating of its position.
In the IHKR/A systems, the valve responds to a
pulse-width modulated signal commanded by
the control unit. This varies the amount of
coolant entering the heater core giving greater
control of the temperature. Also different about
the IHKR/A systems is the addition of an auxil-
iary coolant pump. This provides sufficient hot
coolant flow to both heater control valves in dual
climate systems and at low engine speeds. 

Early IHKS systems are not connected to the
CAN lines for scan tool diagnostics. Diagnosis of
a low/no-heat symptom must be carried out
manually. Only on the Z8 is the IHKS system
connected via the K-Bus. 

Testing the heater control valve is fairly 
simple. Since the valve is normally open, all you
have to do is unplug it electrically and itt should
default to full heat. If the hose leading to the
valve is hot and the heater core pipe is still cool
we can conclude the valve is probably stuck
closed, or the heater core is clogged. Corrosion
in an improperly maintained cooling system can
cause this, but on IHKA systems don’t forget
about a malfunctioning auxiliary coolant motor. 
If this motor is seized, the result will be a 
restriction. Another symptom is insufficient 
cool air when A/C is requested. 
This can occur if the heater control valve is 
stuck fully open, or if it is not being commanded
closed. On the 318ti, this is done by grounding
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On systems where the DME is in control of compressor operation, 
there is almost always a PID to indicate if the A/C request is making it 
to the DME and if the DME is commanding the compressor on. It may
not turn the compressor on if the engine temperature is too high.

allows the A/C request signal to be passed on 
to the DME through high and low pressures
switches. If either switch is open due to 
excessively high pressure or insufficient 
refrigerant charge, the command will never 
make it to the DME unit. We should mention
that on the E90, compressor output activation is
controlled by the JB (Junction Box). 

If the switches are closed, the DME increases
idle speed and grounds the A/C relay, which
energizes the compressor. While the expansion
valve compensates for subtle fluctuations in
refrigerant temperatures and pressures, the
evaporator temperature sensor can also send a
signal to the IHKS control unit to shut off the
compressor. Also, as refrigerant pressures
increase the high pressure switch can shut off
the compressor. 

When diagnosing a no-A/C complaint, 
monitor the A/C request in the engine data. If
the request is there, then everything is okay
electrically. If the A/C request is not there, check
voltages at the high and low [2] pressure 
switches. Usually battery voltage is supplied
from the DME to the IHKS unit through the
switches. The IHKS unit grounds this voltage
signal to command the DME to turn on the
compressor. The low pressure switch will open
below 22psi and close at 38psi. The high pres-
sure side of the switch will open above 435psi
and close below 305psi. If the pressures are
between these limits, they are okay. If the scan
tool does not indicate that the compressor is
turned on, make sure the signal at the switches
is going to ground. If the IHKS control unit is not
grounding the signal, check the wiring, then start
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testing the evaporator temperature sensor input.  
There is a bit more involved in IHKR/A 

systems. These have been around since ’88 on
the 7-Series, but here we will focus on the
updated IHKA after ’95. Since ’96, BMW has
added IHKA to its 3- and 5-Series as well.
IHKR/A are feedback systems that monitor
inside and outside temperatures and automati-
cally make changes to all of the computer-
controlled outputs. One of the characteristics of
the updated IHKA is that the control panel is
also the control unit. All of the inputs and out-
puts go through the control unit, so it, not the
DME, directly controls the compressor. Previous
to ‘94, the control unit sends the A/C 

compressor request to a Lock Control unit
whose job it is to detect if the compressor is
seized, and, if it is, shut off power to it. 
The lock control unit function is now part 
of the compressor. 

Despite all computer-controlled inputs going
directly to the IHKA unit, the command signal
still must pass through a combination high/low
pressure switch on its way to the compressor.
The pressure switches open and close at 
slightly higher pressures than those mentioned
above. The low pressure switch opens below
30psi and closes above 40psi. The high pres-
sure switch opens above 475psi and closes
below 330psi. Typically, high and low pressures
do not cycle the compressor on and off on
these systems. The IHKA unit monitors evapo-
rator temperature and cycles the compressor. 

The DME still plays a role in compressor 
activation. A signal is sent from the IHKA to the
DME that A/C has been requested. The DME
raises rpm, then sends a confirmation signal of
this. The IHKA receives the signal and activates
the compressor. Without this confirmation signal
the compressor will not come on. An engine
running at over 240 deg. F. will not allow the
compressor to come on. In ’99, BMW did away
with the pressure switches and added a 
pressure sensor to the IHKA list of inputs, but 
its function remained the same. Due to all the
computer controlled inputs and outputs, a scan
tool is indispensable in diagnosing any problem,
from malfunction codes to monitoring data.  

Mode Door and 
Blower Motor Control

Starting with the IHKS system, both the
mode and the blower motor are manually 
controlled except for the fresh air/recirculation
flap, which is electronically controlled -- voltage
is sent from the recirculation switch to pin #3 of
the recirculation flap actuator to energize the
motor. Otherwise, mechanical linkages open
and close the other mode door flaps, and blower

If you're looking for the blower
motor final stage, you'll find it 
located in the HVAC control box.
In this case, it's under a door
motor. This is an E46 chassis, so
once you remove the glove box
everything is pretty much there. 
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motor control is through a resistor block (except
at full speed where all the resistors are
bypassed). 

With the IHKR system, mechanical linkages
are used for mode door control, but blower
motor operation has changed. Instead of a 
resistor block, the blower motor uses a "Final
Stage" transistor. This provides a variable ground
path for the blower motor depending on the
pulse-width modulated signal sent from the
IHKR control unit. By varying the duty cycle to
the Final Stage, it can vary the amount of current
that passes through it, thus making the blower
motor speed increase and decrease. The IHKA
system also uses this Final Stage blower motor

Here are the old and new blower motor final stages. Notice
how the replacement unit has more heat sink surface area to
dissipate heat. This unit has also been known to stay on with
the key off and run down the battery.

control, but the mode doors are not mechanical-
ly controlled. There can be up to 10 stepper
motors in each system depending on the
model. One is the fresh air/recirculation motor. 

This is operated much faster than the other
stepper motors. It’s made to respond more
quickly to adjust its opening to compensate for
increased road speed, and, if the system has
AUC, close the flap when poor air quality is
detected. 

Previous to ’94, BMW used conventional gear
reduction stepper motors. Each motor had four
wires to gradually step it into position. On a dual
system with rear climate control, there could be
up to nine stepper motors and 36 wires to test.
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Post ’95, BMW introduced the “Smart Stepper
Motor.” Each one has its own control unit
mounted in it. Power and ground are provided to
each motor, and a bus signal is sent to all
motors on one wire. Each motor gets its own
specific signal, so one motor can move without
the others moving. The stepper motors on 
later-model BMW vehicles are connected via an
M-Bus or LIN-Bus. Once again, a scan tool is
indispensable in diagnosing these systems.

You can use a digital multi-meter to check 
for power and ground at the motor, and a scope
to see the command signal, but all you will be
able to tell is that the signal is there. Bi-direc-
tional control from a scan tool is necessary to
conclusively determine which actuator is failing
and why. 

IHKS/R/A: 
Keeping things under control

IHKS systems are for the most part manual
with some electronic controls. They have three
dials to control temperature, blower speed, and
mode, and the control unit is separate from the
panel. IHKR provides feedback for temperature
control and uses a final stage resistor for blower
motor control, but everything else is manual.
IHKR also has three dials, but there are addition-
al sensors to account for changes in environ-
ment and the control unit is incorporated into
the panel. IHKA is fully feedback-controlled
where the control unit makes decisions 
programmed into it to provide selected airflow
and temperature. The controls are push button
for everything and the control unit is part of the
panel. For the most part, if the control panel is
also the control unit scan tool diagnosis is 

System Temperature Mode Door Compressor and Blower Motor 
Control Control Cooling Fan Control Control

IHKS Manual Mechanical DME Resistor Unit

IHKR Feedback Mechanical DME Final Stage

IHKA Feedback Computer                 IHKA* Final Stage

* Except E46 and E36, in which the DME still controls the compressor 

Here is the ’96 E36 control 
panel. A Sensor test mode can
be pulled up by hitting the Auto
and Rear Defroster buttons at the
same time (two buttons, one on
the lower left, the other on the
lower right). You can select the
next sensor by pushing the 
blower speed button. To exit 
the sensor test mode, push the
Auto and Recirculation buttons 
at the same time.

10 TechDrive
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possible and coding is required when replacing
these units. The chart below will help you 
determine which system you are working on:

On ’96 to early ’97 3-Series a sensor display
mode is accessible by pushing the Auto and
Rear Defrost buttons at the same time. 
You can scroll through the various sensors by
hitting the blower motor speed buttons. By the
way, this will give you sensor data, not voltages.
Other than this, there are no self-diagnostic 
features. A scan tool is a tremendous time saver,
as opposed to checking all the signal voltage
inputs. If you are going to use your scan tool,
here is a short list of temperature input sensors
to be checked:

• Ambient Temperature sensor 
(thru K-Bus IKE)

• Interior Temperature sensor
• Vent Air Temperature sensor 

(two on Dual Zone)
• Heater Core Temperature sensor 

(two on Dual Zone)
• Evaporator Temperature Sensor
They all use 5V references, NTC type resistors
and have replacement values in the IHKR/A
when one of them fails. On the scan tool, look
for this replacement value by manipulating the
heater control and watch for the scan data not
changing. If the evaporator temperature sensor
fails, A/C is shut off. A code should also set with
this value. These aren’t the only inputs to the
IHKR/A systems. Here is a list of the input 
controls and how they're applied:

• Mode door control (push button)

This is a ’95 IHKA control unit,
which is no longer available. If it
fails, it will have to be replaced
with an updated unit. While 
it does not have malfunction
codes, it will give you data. 
The updated control unit can
store up to six codes. • Mode door position sensor 

(up to 10 stepper motors)
• Temperature request 

(three wire, two on Dual Zone)
• Center vent air flow 

(three wire, two on Dual Zone)
• Temperature mixing 

(three wire, on center vent)
• Mixing door (three wire, in housing)
• Blower motor (three wire, two on Dual Zone)
• Air recirculation sensor (four wire)
• Refrigerant Pressure sensor (three wire)

That is plenty of data to evaluate when 
diagnosing a climate control issue, not to 
mention the Y factor. The Y factor is a computer
calculated value by which the control unit tells
us how much it is trying to change the 
temperature. There are two on Dual Zone 
systems. This may give you some indication of
what’s wrong if the climate control is not 
properly adjusting temperature. A feature that
may confuse a new owner is that previous to ’96
the driver’s side functions would over-ride the
passenger side functions. Since ’96, the Dual
Zones operate independently. Another feature
that may trick some customers, particularly if the
car was purchased used, is the key personality. If
you have a wife saying the temperature is always
set wrong, and a husband who says the temper-
ature is just fine, the answer is in the keys. When
the doors are unlocked the car can determine
which key has been used, and engages presets
for the climate control system. This is done
through coding. 

Now that we have an understanding of how
IHKS/R/A systems function, let's go out there
and get the job done!
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As testament to how 
integrated today's BMW 

models are, you can 
actually get data on 

clutch operation 
from a GT1.

Since BMW vehicles are made for
people who enjoy sporty driving, a 

higher percentage of them are built with
manual transmissions than is the case

with most other makes.  So, clutch
service isn't uncommon in your shop.

Don't jump to any unfortunate
diagnostic conclusions

RUN-FLATFEATURE

BMW Clutch
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The worst thing that can happen with a clutch
job is that it fails to resolve the customer’s 
complaint. Before dropping a transmission, what
can the service writer and tech do to ensure that
clutch removal and replacement will actually
resolve the complaint? First, adequate time
must be invested in fully understanding the 
customer’s concerns. Second, diagnosis should
rule out all possible external causes of clutch
complaints before the transmission comes
down. These practices will not only save the
shop time, but may also save the customer
unnecessary expenses, and prevent some very
unpleasant comebacks.

Clutch diagnosis begins by confirming the
customer's complaint. These generally come 
in four manifestations: noises, pedal Feel, 
clutch actuation, and engaged operation. 
No two clutches feel exactly the same. Pedal
height, pressure and speed of release that 
are acceptable to one customer may be 
unacceptable to another. Riding along with 
the customer to fully understand his or her 
perception of the problem is especially 
worthwhile on these high-ticket repairs. 

Defining Clutch Feel

The feel of a clutch is determined by a num-
ber of factors, including the spring rate on the
pressure plate, pedal leverage, the pedal over-
center or return spring, free play and so forth.
Several items particularly affect the engagement
feel on a BMW. One is the Clutch Delay Valve
(CDV), or “lock” valve, which limits the rate of
clutch engagement by restricting the flow of
hydraulic fluid. Self-adjusting clutch features
attempt to maintain a constant pedal height.

These noticeably affect feel, in a manner not all
drivers are accustomed to.  Lastly, a dual mass
flywheel, because of its greater mass, and
increased torsional dampening, will affect
engagement feel. Ideally, the hydraulic system
itself is neutral in terms of feel.  However, a stick-
ing master or clutch cylinder can further slow
down clutch travel, thereby affecting engage-
ment. Binding of the release bearing on the
splines, fork, or input shaft sleeve can similarly
affect feel. 

The most frequent complaint regarding
engaged clutch operation is slippage. When you
have a clutch that slips under high-torque situa-
tions, the usual suspects are, “Friction surfaces
on the disc worn down to the rivets” or “Oil con-
tamination.” But that’s not necessarily the case.
What if the clutch simply isn’t disengaging fully?
Something as simple as a lack of free play on
the clutch pedal can cause slippage. Adjusting a
pedal, or clutch linkage is a lot faster and less
expensive than replacing a clutch disc, only to
find the problem is still there. Or, does this
model have automatic adjustment? Could it
have failed? 

Release mechanism

Pedal and hydraulic system issues often mas-
querade as clutch issues. The first diagnostic
step should be measuring the “throw” of the
slave cylinder, and comparing it to specifications.
When a clutch won’t fully disengage, it makes it
difficult to put the transmission into first gear at a
stop. Try pressing the pedal repeatedly to see if
it “pumps up” and gets firmer, easing engage-
ment. If so, air in the hydraulic system is indicat-
ed. Either air or a fluid leak can cause a loss of

Diagnostic Policies
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CLUTCH DIAGNOSTICS
“throw,” causing the gears to grind. Another
often-missed cause of lost throw can be loose
bolts between the bell housing and the engine.  

Fluid contamination can “melt” seals inside
the master and slave cylinder. A non-release sit-
uation as well as lack of throw can be caused by
damaged master cylinder seals. Inspect the
reservoir cap, sometimes shared with the brake
system. Is it abnormally clean, indicating that it
has been removed recently? How’s the level?
Does it appear that fluid has been lost? Look at
the fluid, and smell it. If something’s not right,
get suspicious, and find out if the owner has
perhaps added the wrong fluid.  Motor oil, of
course, will destroy seals, but we've also heard
of people using ATF, antifreeze, and even wind-
shield washer fluid.

Loose hardware securing either the slave or
master cylinder can likewise cause a loss of
throw. Similarly, check for pedal problems
caused by loose or bent brackets, a bent pedal,
worn-out pivots, missing or deformed springs. 

Noises

The condition of 
the clutch pedal lever
bushings is crucial to

pedal feel.

Noisy pedal operation 
is typically caused by 
worn-out bushings on the lever pin, which are
replaceable. Installation of aftermarket pedal
bushings and other pedal components can
sometimes lead to binding, or other problems.
Make sure everything is O.E., and well lubricat-
ed. Before diagnosing a stiff pedal as broken
tabs on a release bearing, check the pedal
assembly itself for binding or wear, 
including the over-center spring.

Some pilot bearing noise may be audible
when the clutch is depressed and the transmis-
sion input shaft stops turning. With the engine
running and the transmission in neutral, any
noise is most likely coming from the transmis-
sion's front bearing, and a small amount is usu-
ally acceptable. Release bearings can make dif-
ferent noises at different stages of their demise.
A slave cylinder with inadequate free play can

No matter how well
designed and manufac-

tured, the release bearing
is sometimes the cause

of noise when the clutch 
pedal is depressed.

Contrary to popular
belief, you should
never grease the

release bearing guide
sleeve as it may 
cause sticking.
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– Continued on page 18

cause a release bearing to continuously rub
against the fingers of the pressure plate, causing
a high pitched squeal. Later on, a release bear-
ing approaching the final stage of seizing up can
make quite a howl whenever the pedal is
pressed. In this case the cure will still require a
clutch job, but preventing the problem from
recurring is what’s gained by diagnosing a lack
of free play that may have CAUSED the release
bearing to fail. Again, this is something that can
be done before pulling the bell housing. 

Examine the bottom of the bell housing. If oil
is present the rear main seal of the engine or the
front seal of the transmission may need to be
replaced. Smell the fluid and see if you can
determine whether it’s engine oil, ATF or gear
lube. Some dual mass flywheels are hydraulically
damped, and can also leak fluid when they fail. 
If the customer complaint included slippage
and/or a bad smell, oil contamination of the
clutch could easily be the cause. Some bell
housings provide an inspection port. This 
eases checking disc and pressure plate 
condition, looking for leaks, and hunting 
down clutch noises.

Hot judder

Many 3-Series exhibit slight takeoff judder
when they are hot, such as in summertime stop-
and-go traffic. Typically, they’re fine once they
cool down. Replacement of the friction disk with
new genuine BMW parts will cure the problem.
Before diving into any more serious clutch jud-
der (on takeoff) problems, carefully examine the
engine, transmission, and differential mounts.
This may require removing them for a thorough
inspection since cracks often can’t be seen in
place, especially when the mount is dirty.

Care must be taken to avoid damage when
re-installing the transmission.  Using the bolts
to pull in an out-of-line transmission can
destroy a disk or pilot bearing. Instead, readjust
your transmission hoist to the proper angle that
allows it to slide in easily.   When plastic align-
ment tools don’t fit, or don’t fit snugly enough,
consider purchasing the appropriate BMW
special tool.

DMF Concerns

The issue of dual mass flywheels, their diag-
nosis, pattern failures, and replacement will be
the subject of a future article. Needless to say,
when diagnosing any clutch complaint today,
you must consider the possible role of the
DMF in causing certain problems. Excessive
gear chatter at idle is a warning sign. Unusual
engine vibration at low-to mid rpm is another,
and will occur whether the vehicle is moving or
not. Normally, DMFs should last the life of the
car. Racetrack or other “hard” driving may
shorten their life to 50K miles or less.

BMW has 
adopted dual-
disk clutches 
for certain 
late models 
to provide 
better 
perfor-
mance 
and 
pedal 
feel.

The best way to be
sure of perfect disk
and pilot hole align-
ment, thus easing
transmission instal-
lation, is to use 
the special BMW
tool for the model 
at hand. 
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– Continued from page 15CLUTCH DIAGNOSTICS

Dual-disk clutches are being fitted to the 
latest M5 sedans, and are forthcoming on future
models. Information on servicing these may be
found on TIS. 

The bottom line on clutch work is that it’s an
expensive nightmare when you replace a clutch,

but the problem doesn’t go away. Instead of 
asking yourself then, “Well, what else could be
causing this problem,” always ask that question
before you start the clutch job. Now and then
you will save yourself a big headache and the
customer a pile of money. 

Ride-alongs give the tech or service writer the
opportunity to see how skillfully customers use
the clutch. Ask them to accelerate quickly from a
stop, and see how high they rev the engine
before engaging the clutch. Ask non-threaten-
ingly how often they use an SMG’s “launch” 
feature, and record their answers – which you
can later compare to GT1. 

Sneak a peek and see if the driver continually
“rides” the clutch. Does the driver shift into neu-
tral at stoplights, or hold the clutch down inter-
minably? Get the driver to perform an uphill start
if you can. Does he or she cheat and use the
clutch as a hill-holder? Ask the person to shift
down a gear to slow the vehicle and see if he or
she does so smoothly, or violently crunches the
transmission into a lower gear and backdrives
the engine to high rpm. Ask young drivers, “Are
you hard on the clutch?” in a non-threatening
manner. “Do you chirp the tires? How often?”

When components of the clutch system must
be replaced, even a little knowledge of the 
customer’s clutch skills can provide you with the
confidence to make an accurate diagnosis and
address the issue. 

Without sufficient detail of the customer com-
plaint recorded on the RO, during a test drive a
tech will compare the clutch’s operation to what
the tech him or herself believes the clutch
should feel like, instead of how the customer
believes it should behave – or how it “used” to
feel. The result is all too often an expensive
repair that doesn’t alleviate the customer com-
plaint.A simple note of “bad clutch” or “needs
new clutch” is insufficient. What is needed by
the tech is a FULL description of when and
where the clutch misbehaves, along with what it
sounds or feels like. Write down the customer’s

own words whenever possible. The customer 
should be asked, “Has the clutch always felt like
this, has it changed recently, or just gotten steadily
worse over time?” 

Jumping to the conclusion that a driver (espe-
cially a young one) is responsible for clutch prob-
lems, even a prematurely worn clutch, is a mistake
that immediately erodes customer satisfaction and
distracts the tech from searching for the real cause
of a problem. Never excuse a clutch complaint with
“All of those models feel like that.” 

Links:  Clutch Diagnostic Tables

http://www.lukclutch.com/support/diagnostics
_pre_teardown.phtml 

http://www.valeoclutches.com/Troubleshooting.asp 

http://www.exedy.co.uk/discs.asp 

http://www.finoauto.com/clutch_study1.html 

http://www.drivetrain.com/clutdiag.html 

http://www.enjoythedrive.com/content/?id=26045 

http://www.zeckhausen.com/CDV.htm 

Dual Mass Flywheel Diagnostics

http://www.standardtransmission.com/dmf.html 

http://www.cesuk.com/LUK%20DMF-Back001.pdf

Writing Clutch Service

18 TechDrive

Here's the SMG clutch actuator slave cylinder
(3), showing the permanent magnet (1) and the
clutch travel sensor (2).
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FEATURE

Servicing BMW's Advanced  
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battery to partially discharge during extended
idling on the assumption that it can be quickly
recharged once the vehicle begins moving. This
saves fuel, but not allowing discharge to 
go past the point where the engine can’t be 
restarted is an equally important part of this
strategy. Only under DME control, with continu-
ous battery monitoring, do such advanced
charge/discharge strategies become possible. 

Another IAC feature is sequentially turning off
or reducing the power level of comfort features
like heated seats and window defrosters when
the alternator can’t keep up, even at a boosted
idle speed. The speed of a heater blower fan
may be temporarily reduced. Knowing that a
comfort feature can be disabled by IAC is 
imperative when diagnosing an accessory that
has become inoperative. Is it actually broken, 
or just disabled? 

Soon, diagnosing a charging system will no
longer be just about testing alternator output.
Energy savings and management protocols
such as BMW’s Intelligent Alternator Control
(IAC), which will appear on some models in the
near future, have placed the Digital Motor
Electronics (DME) in full control of charging.
Monitoring of operating conditions, current 
flowing in and out of the battery, and battery
temperature help determine the optimum 
charging strategy. Also, the superior Advanced
Glass Mat batteries found in many new BMW
models have different charging requirements
than ordinary batteries.

Good reasons

What’s behind the addition of advanced 
energy, battery and alternator control? First and
foremost is a desire to prevent dead batteries.
Frequent short trips with a large number of 
comfort and convenience features turned on 
by drivers can quickly develop into no-start 
situations. An adequate charge level can’t
always be maintained by a vehicle’s electrical
system under these heavy use conditions.
Secondary and tertiary goals of intelligent 
alternator control include improving gas 
mileage and vehicle performance. Also, 
avoiding overcharging extends battery life. 

Instead of boosting idle speed to continually
maintain a desired voltage, the ideal energy-
saving strategy is to make it acceptable for a

  Charging Systems
Advanced Glass Mat batteries and
future Intelligent Alternator Control
make everything different

Today, the 
charging 
and electronic 
engine management 
systems are closely 
related in more than 
the relative positions 
of their warning 
lamps on the dash.
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More output
BMW combines advanced charging strate-

gies like IAC with traditional improvements such
as larger, more powerful alternators -- some are
even water-cooled -- to supply the increasing
electrical loads of its vehicles. 
A BMW equipped with IAC will only charge at
idle, cruise, or during acceleration when the bat-
tery charge level falls below 80%. This requires
the addition of a system that can constantly 
estimate the battery’s “State of Charge” (SOC). 

Place the leads of a DMM across the battery
terminals while the alternator is charging and
what will you measure? Between 13.8 and 14.5
volts or so. If you can’t obtain an accurate 
battery voltage reading with the engine running,
how can the vehicle’s ECM possibly use battery
voltage to determine whether the battery is
above or below 80% of charge, which would be
approximately 12.5 volts? One can accurately
measure battery voltage only when all loads are
removed. The solution is placing a current 
sensor between the battery terminal and the
ground cable. Current sensors add up the total
amount of current that has gone into, or left the
battery since startup. Combine all the current
that has flowed into a battery and out of it with
the battery voltage before start-up, and the ECM
can come up with a reasonably accurate esti-
mate of the battery’s current state of charge. 

Total charge added or reduced allows the
ECM to do a better job of calculating battery
state of charge (SOC) as well as state of health
(SOH). Such sensors measure battery tempera-
ture as well since a cold battery can be charged
“harder” than a warm one, say, 15.5 volts for an
AGM (Advanced Glass Mat) battery instead of
15.0V. BMW has set a target of 80% charge
above which charging will only occur regenera-
tively, during braking, and below which additional
charging is deemed necessary. 

BMW’s battery current monitor “talks” to the
ECM/DME by way of a single wire LIN bus 
connection. Techs may easily confuse a single
wire for a ground or battery connection instead
of a network connection, but an oscilloscope will
quickly show the network traffic. The chemically
harsh environment surrounding most batteries
suggests techs prepare for diagnosing LIN bus
opens/shorts resulting from corrosion of the 

Engaging the "intelligence" 
of the ECM for the job of 
controlling alternator output
makes for a much more 
efficient and effective 
charging system.

Intelligent controls can only
maximize the potential of 
the charging system. 
Higher capacity alternators 
are also needed to fulfill the 
requirements of modern 
BMW vehicles.

CHARGING SYSTEMS



charge/discharge conditions that preceded a flat
battery. It may even be possible for the DME to
signal the technician when the battery’s state-
of-health has undeniably deteriorated, indicating
that it's time for battery replacement. 

Glass mat

Another issue in testing BMW charging 
systems you will soon be seeing in your shop is
the adoption of Advanced Glass Mat (AGM) bat-
teries. Simply stated, an AGM is a higher-tech,
“better” battery than the flooded lead/acid type,
and should last considerably longer. But the one
thing an AGM cell can’t withstand is overcharg-
ing. Shops that upgraded their battery chargers
years ago to be able to handle lead-chloride
“Maintenance Free” batteries now must go the
other direction. While a completely discharged
“Maintenance Free” battery might need a solid
16 volts to begin charging, 15.5-15.6 is about
the top voltage you ever want to apply to an
AGM, and that only briefly. During normal charg-
ing, 15.0 volts is recommended by AGM battery
manufacturers. Since testing a charging system
normally requires first fully charging the battery,
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battery terminal.  BMW’s AGM battery, however,
should tremendously reduce any such leakage
and corrosion. As well, the GT1 should display
any network faults on the LIN bus.  A primer on
the LIN Bus concept is available at
http://www.lin-subbus.org. 

Idle state

“Idle state management” is another feature of
the IAC systems of the future. It might be better
named “Long-Term Parking” management,
since it has nothing to do with engine idling.
When a vehicle has been parked for a long time
and the battery slowly discharges, both from
parasitic draws and self-discharge, the idle state
management feature kicks in. It can progressive-
ly turn off components that normally remain
powered up even while the vehicle is at rest to
try and maximize the time remaining before a
no-start situation occurs. Hence, the loss of
memory features could be a diagnostic tip that
ISM has engaged -- or is malfunctioning. 

In addition to its primary purposes, the 
current monitor opens up the possibility of
enhanced diagnostics in the form of automated
measurement of parasitic currents, perhaps
even including trapping intermittents, all 
accessible via scan tool. When a customer
repeatedly has a dead battery, the sensor, 
combined with the DME and a GT1 scan tool,
may allow the technician to view the 

Late-model BMW vehicles
have a battery current monitor
that supplies the ECM with 
vital information.

Advanced Glass Mat (AGM) 
batteries are less apt to gas and 
leak electrolyte than the traditional
flooded-plate type, which reduces 
the potential for corrosion of 
components located nearby.
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Diagnosis

Charging system problems were traditionally
indicated when a battery tested good, and 
parasitic draws were nominal. Today, consumer
behavior, such as powering a current-hungry
accessory from the cigarette lighter, must 
frequently be considered as a cause of dead
batteries, although schemes like IAC will reduce
this need. A check on TIS for model-specific
TSBs before performing any diagnosis 
consistently proves to be a huge timesaver.

be sure you’re using the right charger, such as
the Deutronics units available through the BMW
equipment program. Likewise, in-vehicle 
charging voltages over 15.5 volts in such 
systems may be indicative of a problem. Consult
your factory manual. 

Multi-function controllers, which replaced a
standard regulator in the back of many traditional
alternators, will turn off any charging until two
seconds after the engine starts. This minimizes
the work the starter must perform. These 
controllers, fitted to numerous BMW alternators,
also control the charging system indicator light
on the dash. As a result, the lamp can indicate
an overvoltage condition as well as a lack of
charging and other conditions. Because BMWs
typically have a resistor in parallel with the dash
CIL, a simple bulb failure generally won’t cause
the vehicle to stop charging. However, it makes
performing a bulb test with the GT1 an impor-
tant part of any charging system evaluation. 

CHARGING SYSTEMS

BMW serpentine accessory
drives make for extremely 
long belt life, but there's 
still the chance that slippage
under magnetic drag will 
keep the alternator from 
spinning fast enough 
to keep up with 
electrical demands.

Even though charging system 
control is now handled by the 
ECM, the traditional VAT tester 
can still be used to force the 
alternator to produce at its 
maximum potential.
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Charging system problems can be caused by
mechanical or electrical failure of the alternator
itself, failure of the alternator cooling system,
faulty ECM control of the alternator, dirty 
connections/bad grounds, and failed current
sensing devices (which could also lead to 
overcharging or undercharging). Mechanical
causes such as misaligned, damaged or slipping
belts can also cause charging problems. Visual
inspection, especially of connectors, can rule
out many causes. Simple voltage tests can
determine the battery state, and whether the
charging system is operating at all. 

Since alternators today operate under 
control of the DME, “full fielding” as a method 
of alternator testing has gone the way of 
the dinosaurs. Connection of a scan tool is 
necessary to command the alternator to 
generate maximum out put in order to perform
load testing. In general, an alternator should 

be able to put
out at least 80% of its rated 
amperage when fully loaded. 

Testing of an alternator itself consists of 
measuring the output voltage at different 
amperage loads, and measuring ripple, which
can indicate a failed diode (it can also be caused
by a battery with poor capacitance, but that
belongs in another article). Traditionally, such
testing has been done with a carbon pile load
tester, which “fools” the electrical system into
believing a large electrical load has been
switched on. Alternator testing can also be
performed by removing the alternator and 
testing it on a special test bench. Again, since 
alternators are now under computer control,
such testing becomes limited by the test
bench’s ability to “command” full fielding, 
simulating the commands given by the ECM
when maximum output is needed.

A sophisticated
test bench 

will find 
problems in 

the alternator 
itself, but can't

be expected 
to address 

issues of field 
circuit control.
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Anchorage
BMW OF Anchorage
907.646.7500   Fax 907.646.7548

Huntsville
Century BMW 
256.536.3800   Fax 256.533.0670

Irondale
Tom Williams Imports
205.252.9512   Fax 205.323.0092

Mobile
Grady BMW
251.476.0132   Fax 251.479.0992

Montgomery
BMW of Montgomery
334.279.6955   Fax 334.272.0023

Tuscaloosa
Townsend BMW
205.345.9811   Fax 205.345.1701

Little Rock
BMW of Little Rock
501.224.3200   Fax 501.907.0904

Rogers
BMW of Northwest Arkansas
479.636.4155   Fax 479.631.7803

Phoenix
BMW North Scottsdale
480.538.3900   Fax 480.538.3915

Phoenix
Chapman BMW on Camelback
602.308.4269   Fax 602.308.4998

Scottsdale
Chapman BMW
480.949.8959   Fax 480.944.0616

Tucson
Don Mackey BMW
520.748.1333   Fax 520.748.0716

Alhambra
New Century BMW
626.570.8444   Fax 626.2821.8642

Bakersfield
BMW of Bakersfield
661.835.8900   Fax 661.835.0486

Berkeley
Weatherford BMW
510.654.8280   Fax 510.841.3022

Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills BMW
310.358.7880   Fax 310.657.4671

Buena Park
Shelly BMW
714.994.8100   Fax 714.994.8104

Calabasas
Bob Smith BMW
818.346.3144   Fax 818.340.9455

Camarillo
Steve Thomas BMW
805.482.8878   Fax 805.484.7867

Chico
Courtesy Motors
530.893.1300   Fax 530.342.7901

Concord
BMW Concord
925.682.3577   Fax 925.671.4067

El Cajon
Cunningham BMW
619.442.8888   Fax 619.440.3876

Encinitas
Harloff BMW
760.753.6301   Fax 760.944.6749

Escondido
Brecht BMW
760.745.3000   Fax 760.745.2180

Eureka
BMW of Humboldt Bay
707.443.4871   Fax 707.443.7808

Fremont
BMW of Fremont
510.360.5966   Fax 510.360.5930

Fresno
Weber BMW
559.447.6700   Fax 559.447.6705
Glendale
Pacific BMW
818.246.5600   Fax 818.246.8261

Irvine
Irvine BMW
949.380.1200   Fax 949.382.8140

Los Angeles
Nick Alexander Imports
323.583.1901   Fax 323.588.9985

Modesto
Valley BMW
209.575.0269   Fax 209.550.2633

Monrovia
Assael BMW
626.358.4269   Fax 626.358.2325

Mountain View
BMW of Mountainview
650.943.1000   Fax 650.943.1038

Newport Beach
Sterling BMW
949.645.5900   Fax 949.515.1638
North Hollywood
Century West BMW
818.432.5800   Fax 818.761.0889

Norwalk
McKenna BMW
562.868.3233   Fax 562.345.7370

Oceanside
Continental Motors
760.722.1868   Fax 760.941.2752

Ontario
Savage BMW
909.390.7888   Fax 909.605.9689

Palm Springs
BMW of Palm Springs
760.324.7071   Fax 760.324.9222
Pleasanton
East Bay BMW
800.719.4080   Fax 925.463.2116

Riverside
BMW of Riverside
951.785.4444   Fax 951.352.5760

Roseville
BMW of Roseville
916.782.9434   Fax 916.969.5418

Sacramento
Niello BMW
916.486.1011   Fax 916.487.4305

San Diego
BMW of San Diego
858.560.5050   Fax 858.560.5919

San Fransisco
BMW of San Francisco
415.626.7600   Fax 415.241.7944

San Luis Obispo
Coast BMW
805.543.4423   Fax 805.543.7669

San Mateo
Peter Pan BMW
650.349.9077   Fax 650.349.0148

San Rafael
Sonnen BMW
415.482.2000   Fax 415.482.2020

Santa Ana
Crevier BMW
714.835.3171   Fax 714.568.1148

Santa Barbara
BMW of Santa Barbara
805.682.2000   Fax 805.563.9158

Santa Clara
Stevens Creek BMW
408.249.9070   Fax 408.296.0675

Santa Maria
BMW of Santa Maria
805.928.7744   Fax 805.449.9126

Santa Monica
Santa Monica BMW
310.829.3535   Fax 310.828.4598

Santa Rosa
Prestige Imports
707.545.6602   Fax 707.523.2600

Seaside
BMW of Monterey
831.899.5555   Fax 831.899.0957

Sherman Oaks
Center BMW
818-990-9518   Fax 818-933-6978

Signal Hill
Long Beach BMW
562.427.5494  Fax 562.595.8547

Thousand Oaks
Rusnak BMW
805.496.6500   Fax 805.496.0955

Torrance
South Bay BMW
310.939.7304   Fax 310.793.9387

Valencia
Valencia BMW
661.254.8000   Fax 661.254.8187

Visalia
Surroz BMW
559.732.4700   Fax 559.625.8828

Boulder
Gebhardt Motors, Inc.
303.447.8000   Fax 303.545.5914

Colorado Springs 
Phil Winslow BMW
719.473.1373   Fax 719.473.1975

Denver
Murray Motor Imports
303.759.2060   Fax 303.759.2533

Littleton
Ralph Shomp BMW
303.798.3737   Fax 303.798.7954

Loveland
Co's BMW Center
970.292.5751   Fax 970.272.5715

Bridgeport
BMW of Bridgeport
203.334.1672   Fax 203.330.6070

Darien
Continental BMW of Darien
203.656.1804   Fax 203.656.1802

Greenwich
BMW of Greenwich
203.661.1725   Fax 203.869.2707

Hartford
New Country Motor Cars, Inc.
860.522.6134   Fax 860.549.8667

New London
BMW of New London
860.447.3141   Fax 860.447.8159

North Haven
BMW of North Haven
203.239.7272   Fax 203.234.9502

Ridgefield
Ridgefield
BMW                                       
203.438.0471   Fax 203.431.7821

Watertown
BMW of Watertown
860.274.7515   Fax 860.274.7714

Milford
I. G. Burton & Co., Inc.
302.424.3042   Fax 302.424.6450

Wilmington
Union Park BMW
302.658.7245   Fax 302.573.5201

Coconut Creek
Vista Motor Company
954.935.1888   Fax 954.935.1880

Daytona Beach
Fields BMW of Daytona
386.274.1200   Fax 386.274.4656

Fort Lauderdale
Lauderdale Imports, LTD./ BMW
954.527.3800   Fax 954.926.3596

Fort Myers  
BMW of Fort Meyers
239.433.8378   Fax 239.481.0198

Fort Pierce
Coggin BMW Treasure Coast
772.429.8300   Fax 772.429.8377

Fort Walton Beach
Quality BMW
850.863.2161   Fax 850.863.1217

Gainesville
All Pro BMW of Gainesville
888.861.4140   Fax 352.237.0256

Jacksonville
Tom Bush BMW Jacksonville
904.725.0911   Fax 904.724.2071

Jacksonville
Tom Bush BMW Orange Park
904.777.2500   Fax 904.777.2514

Lakeland
Fields BMW - Lakeland
863.816.1234   Fax 863.858,8224

Melbourne
The Imported Car Store, Inc.
321.727.3788   Fax 321.725.0559

Miami
Braman BMW
305.571.1220   Fax 305.571.1202

Miami
South Motors BMW

Your Original BMW Parts Source
ALASKA

ALABAMA

ARKANSAS

ARIZONA

CALIFORNIA

COLORADO

CONNECTICUT

DELAWARE

FLORIDA
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305.256.2200   Fax 305.253.3746
Naples
Germain BMW of Naples
239.643.2220   Fax 239.643.2931

Ocala
All Pro BMW of Ocala
877.343.4732   Fax 352.373.9363

Palm Harbor
Ferman BMW
727.785.3900   Fax 727.787.8727

Pensacola
Sandy Sansing BMW
850.477.1855   Fax 850.479.2216

Pompano Beach
Vista Motor Company
954.942.7400   Fax 954.942.7400

Saint Petersburg
Bert Smith International
727.527.1111   Fax 727.522.8512

Sarasota
Southpointe BMW
941.923.2700   Fax 941.923.0429

Tallahassee
Capital Eurocars, Inc.
850.574.3777   Fax 850.575.7898

Tampa
Reeves Import Motorcars, Inc.
813-933-2813  Fax 813-915-0310

West Palm Beach
Braman Motorcars
561.684.6666   Fax 561.697.5254

Winter Park
Fields BMW
407.628.2100 Fax 407.628.0309

Albany
BMW of Albany
229.883.2040   Fax 229.435.1505

Athens
Athens BMW
706.549.5340   Fax 706.546.7928

Atlanta
Global Imports
770.951.2697   Fax 770.933.7850

Columbus
BMW of Columbus
706.576.6700   Fax 706.576.6796

Decatur
Nalley BMW of Decatur
404.292.1400   Fax 404.297.9134

Duluth
United BMW
770.476.8800   Fax 770.622.8272

Evans
Taylor BMW
706.868.6400   Fax 706.650.6756

Macon
BMW of Macon
478.757.7000   Fax 478.757.1801

Roswell
United BMW
678.832.4600   Fax 678.802.3577

Savannah
Critz BMW
912.354.7000   Fax 912.353.3360

Union City
BMW of South Atlanta
770.969.0755   Fax 678.479.4685

Honolulu
BMW of Honolulu

808.597.1225   Fax 808.592.0290
Kahului
BMW of Maui
808.877.4269   Fax 808.877.4255

Boise
Peterson BMW of Boise
208.378.9000   Fax 208.378.9090

Idaho Falls
BMW of Idaho Falls
208.529.4269   Fax 208.378.9093

Barrington
Motor Werks BMW
847.381.8900   Fax 847.381.0115

Bloomington
Dennison BMW
309.663.1331   Fax 309.662.2077

Chicago
Perillo BMW, Inc.
312.981.0000   Fax 312.981.0076

Crystal Lake
Anderson Motor Co. of Crystal
815.455.4330   Fax 815.455.3428

Elmhurst
Elmhurst BMW
630.833.7945   Fax 630.833.7936

Lake Bluff
Karl Knauz Motors
847.604.5000   Fax 847.604.5035

Naperville
Bill Jacobs BMW
630.357.1200  Fax 630.357.9835

Northfield
Fields BMW
847.441.5300   Fax 847.441.1530

O Fallon 
Newbold BMW
618.628.7000   Fax 618.628.7300

Orland Park
BMW of Orland Park
708.460.4545   Fax 708.460.8771

Peoria
BMW of Peoria
309.692.4840   Fax 309.692.5143

Rockford
Bachrodt BMW
815.332.4700   Fax 815.332.5838

Savoy
Twin City BMW
217.356.0303   Fax 217.356.7594

Schaumburg
Patrick BMW
847.843.4000   Fax 847.843.4022

Springfield
Isringhausen Imports
217.528.2042   Fax 217.528.8146

Westmont
Laurel BMW of Westmont
630.654.5400   Fax 630.323.2450

Evansville
D-Patrick Motoplex
812.473.6500   Fax 812.471.7767

Fort Wayne
Tomkinson Automotive
260.436.9000   Fax 260.432.6593

Indianapolis
Dreyer & Reinbold, Inc.
317.573.0200   Fax 317.573.0208

Lafayette
Bill Defouw BMW

765.449.2884   Fax 765.449.2880
Schererville
Levin BMW
219.922.2222   Fax 219.922.2232

South Bend 
Basney BMW
574.272.8504   Fax 574.271.9104

Cedar Rapids
Bob Zimmerman BMW
319.366.4000   Fax 319.364.6972

Davenport
Kimberly BMW of Davenport
563.391.8300   Fax 563.391.0526

Dubuque
BMW of Dubuque
563.583.7345   Fax 563.583.7349

Urbandale
BMW of Des Moines
515.278.4808   Fax 515.278.4371

Merriam
Baron BMW
913.722.5100   Fax 913.722.5192

Overland Park
Baron BMW
913.722.5100   Fax 913.722.5192

Topeka
Sunflower BMW
785.266.8480   Fax 785.266.3602

Wichita
Joe Self BMW
316.689.4390   Fax 316.689.4399

Bowling Green
BMW of Bowling Green
270.745.0001   Fax 270.745.9040

Lexington
Don Jacobs BMW
859.276.3546   Fax 859.278.0723

Louisville
Sam Swope BMW
502.499.5080   Fax 502.499.4476

Paducah
Bluegrass BMW
270.444.6632   Fax 270.442.9765

Alexandria
Walker BMW
318.445.6421   Fax 318.449.4682

Baton Rouge
Brian Harris BMW
225.754.1200   Fax 225.751.5351

Kenner
Peake BMW
504.469.6165   Fax 504.465.2044

Lafayette
Moss Motors, Inc.
337.235.9086   Fax 337.235.1130

Monroe
Hixson Autoplex
318.388.3300   Fax 318.361.5851

Shreveport
Orr BMW
318.797.0700   Fax 318.797.8308

Westbrook
Bill Dodge BMW
207.854.3200   Fax 207.854.3210

Cumberland
Bill Dodge BMW

207.854.3200   Fax 207.854.3210

Annapolis
Tate BMW
410.349.9312   Fax 410.349.2570

Baltimore
Russel BMW
410.744.2000   Fax 410.744.5639

Bel Air
BMW of Bel Air
866.882.1269   Fax 443.640.1234 

Marlow Heights
Passport BMW
301.423.2700   Fax 301.423.8936

Owings Mills
Northwest BMW
410.902.8700   Fax 410.363.7749

Rockville
VOB Auto Sales
301.984.8989   Fax 301.984.0798

Silver Spring
Tischer BMW of Silver Spring
301.890.3000   Fax 301.890.9230

Towson
BMW of Towson
410.296.7908   Fax 410.296.4852

Boston
Herb Chambers BMW
617.731.1700   Fax 617.731.1555

Hyannis
Trans-Atlantic Motors, Inc.
508.775.4526   Fax 508.771.6113

Natick
Foreign Motors West
800.338.3198   Fax 508.881.7578

Norwood
BMW Gallery
781.762.2691   Fax 781.762.6787

Peabody
BMW of Peabody
978.538.9900   Fax 978.538.9911

Pittsfield
Flynn BMW
413.443.4702   Fax 413.442.4515

Shrewsbury
Wagner BMW of Shrewsbury
508.853.0300   Fax 508.853.7080

West Springfield
BMW of West Springfield
413.746.1722   Fax 413.746.1763

Ann Arbor
BMW of Ann Arbor
734.663.3309   Fax 734.663.0685

Bloomfield Hills
Erhard BMW of Bloomfield Hills
248.642.6565   Fax 248.642.6517

Farmington Hills
Erhard BMW of Farmington Hills
248.306.6801   Fax 248.699.3003

Grand Blanc
Grand Blanc BMW
810.695.4400   Fax 810.695.8027

Grand Rapids
Sharpe BMW
616.452.5101   Fax 616.452.1101

Kalamazoo  
Harold Zeigler BMW
269.375.4500   Fax 269.372.8627   

Okemos

HAWAII

IDAHO

ILLINOIS

INDIANA

IOWA

KANSAS

KENTUCKY

LOUISIANA

MAINE

MARYLAND

MICHIGAN

MASSACHUSETTS

GEORGIA
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908.782.2441   Fax 908.824.9913

Freehold
BMW of Freehold
732.462.0042   Fax 732.577.0518

Lebanon
Hunterdon BMW
908.236.6302   Fax 908.236.2934

Maywood
Park Avenue BMW
201.843.8112   Fax 201.843.3251

Morristown
Morristown BMW
973.455.0700   Fax 973.455.0273

Mountain Lakes
Denville BMW
973.627.0700   Fax 973.402.7805

Mount Laurel
DeSimone BMW, Ltd.
856.840.1400   Fax 856.222.1241

Newton
Bell BMW
973.579.2600   Fax 973.579.3062

Pleasantville
Marty Sussman, Inc.
609.641.1900   Fax 609.641.9233

Princeton
Princeton BMW
609.945.1010   Fax 609.452.7103

Ramsey
Prestige BMW
201.327.2525   Fax 201.327.4921

Springfield
JMK Auto Sales
973.379.7744   Fax 973.379.3896

Tenafly
Difeo BMW
201.568.9000   Fax 201.568.5301

Turnersville
BMW of Turnersville
856.629.5500   Fax 856.629.0120

Wayne
Paul Miller BMW
973.696.6060   Fax 973.696.0235

Albuquerque
Sandia BMW
888.262.9395   Fax 505.217.0289

Santa Fe
Santa Fe BMW
888.557.2731   Fax 505.474.0077

Henderson
Desert BMW of Henderson
702.257.1010   Fax 702.564.5849

Las Vegas
Desert BMW of Las Vegas
702.871.1010   Fax 702.871.7146

Reno
Bill Pearce BMW
775.826.2100   Fax 775.689.2164

Briarcliff Manor
BMW Mt. Kisco
914.241.4444   Fax 914.244.8786

Brookland
Life Quality Motor Sales, Inc.
718.272.0555   Fax 718.272.3957

Cicero
Burdick BMW

315.459.6000   Fax 315.459.6001

Douglastown
BMW of Bayside
718.229.3636   Fax 718.428.8222

Endicott
Gault Auto Sport
607.748.8244   Fax 607.484.9073

Freeport
Hassel BMW
516.223.6160   Fax 516.223.6224

Glenmont
Capital Cities Imported Cars
518.463.3141   Fax 518.463.3193

Harriman
Orange County BMW
845.446.4714   Fax 845.446.4768

Huntington Station
Habberstad BMW
631.271.7177   Fax 631.421.5345

Latham
Keeler Motor Car Company
518.785.4197   Fax 518.785.4190

Mamaroneck
Pace BMW
914.670.0011   Fax 914.670.0066

Mount Kisco
Endurance Motorcars
914.666.5181   Fax 914.666.6973

New York
BMW of Manhatten
212.586.2269   Fax 212.262.8722

North Syracuse
Burdick BMW
315.458.7590   Fax 315.458.7601

Oyster Bay
BMW of Oyster Bay
516.922.0930   Fax 516.922.0959

Port Chester
BMW of Greenwich
800.926.9727   Fax 914.798.6550 

Poughkeepsie
BMW of The Hudson Valley
845.462.1030   Fax 845.462.3465

Rochester
Holtz House of Vehicles, Inc.
585.359.7373   Fax 585.359.7383

Southampton
BMW of The Hamptons
631.283.0888   Fax 631.283.0792

Spring Valley
Wide World of Cars, LLC
845.425.2600   Fax 845.425.7387

St. James
Competition BMW of Smithtown
631.724.3322   Fax 631.265.0501

Utica
Carbone BMW
315.797.1520   Fax 315.734.0742

Westbury
Rallye BMW
516.625.1616   Fax 516.625.0055

Williamsville
Towne BMW
716.505.2100   Fax 716.505.2110

White Plains
Westchester BMW
914.761.5555   Fax 914.761.7297

Chapel Hill
Performance BMW
919.942.3191   Fax 919.969.2313

Charlotte
Hendrick Motors

704.535.0885   Fax 704.531.3282

Fayetteville
Valley Auto World
910.864.0000   Fax 910.864.7742

Fletcher
Fletcher Motor Company
866.561.4269   Fax 828.681.9948

Greensboro
Crown BMW
336.323.3900   Fax 336.323.3850

Hickory
Hendrick Motors
828.322.5640   Fax 828.431.2404

Kinston
Sale BMW
252.522.3611   Fax 252.522.4441

Raleigh
Leith BMW
919.876.5432   Fax 919.790.1239

Wilmington
Schaeffer BMW
910.392.2700   Fax 910.392.3059

Winston Salem
Flow BMW

336.788.3333   Fax 336.785.7959

Akron
Dave Walter Inc.
330.762.0791   Fax 330.762.4758

Cincinnati
Jake Sweeney BMW
513.782.1122   Fax 513.782.1123

Cincinnati
The BMW Store
513.271.8700   Fax 513.271.5264

Columbus
Kelly BMW
614.471.2277   Fax 614.475.1988

Dayton
Frank Z Imports
937.890.5323   Fax 937.454.3756

Dayton
Voss Village BMW
937.425.6844   Fax 937.425.6818

Dublin
Midwestern BMW
614.889.2571   Fax 614.889.2877

Mentor
Classic BMW 
440.255.6600   Fax 440.255.1796

Middleburg Heights
Ganley BMW
440.845.9333   Fax 440.887.9122

North Canton
Cain BMW
330.494.5588   Fax 330.494.4626

Solon
BMW Cleveland
440.542.0600   Fax 440.542.0100

Toledo
Yark BMW
419.842.7900   Fax 419.843.2986

Warren
Preston BMW
330.369.4611   Fax 330.369.6435

Edmund
Jackie Cooper Imports, LLC
405.755.3600   Fax 405.755.9069

Tulsa
Crown BMW

BMW of Okemos 
517-853-2628   Fax 517-853-2661
Shelby Township
Bavarian Motor Village, Ltd.
248.997.7700   Fax 248.997.7766

Traverse City
Grand Traverse Auto Company
231.922.2002   Fax 231.929.6585

Bloomington
Motor Werks BMW
952.888.2700   Fax 952.886.6363

Minnetonka
Sears Imported Autos, Inc.
952.546.5301   Fax 952.546.2899

Rochester
Park Place BMW
507.282.9468   Fax 507.282.5424

Jackson
Herrin-Gear BMW of Jackson
601.956.9696   Fax 601.991.9831

Meridian
Sunbelt BMW
601.483.8131   Fax 601.482.8027

Clayton
Autohaus of Clayton
314.727.8870   Fax 314.727.9345

Columbia
Joe Machens BMW
573.446.2691   Fax 573.446.2692

Creve Coeur
Plaza Motor Company
314.301.1705   Fax 314.301.1730

Manchester
Suntrup West County BMW
636.227.5454   Fax 636.227.5455

Springfield 
Reliable BMW
417.889.9200   Fax 417.889.5518

Grand Island
T. Dinsdale BMW of Grand Island
308.382.4662   Fax 3308.382.0421

Lincoln
BMW of Lincoln
402.479.7600   Fax 402.479.7663

Omaha
John Markel, Inc.
402.393.9701   Fax 402.393.9702

Nashua
Tulley BMW
603.888.5050   Fax 603.888..5043

Stratham
BMW of Stratham
603.772.0000   Fax 603.772.9381

Bloomfield
Essex BMW
973.748.8200   Fax 973.748.6375

Edison
Open Road BMW
732.985.4575   Fax 732.985.4347

Eatontown
Circle BMW
732.440.1200   Fax 732.440.1239

Flemington
Flemington BMW

MINNESOTA

MISSISSIPPI

MISSOURI

NEBRASKA

NEW JERSEY

NEW YORK

NORTH CAROLINA

OHIO

NEW MEXICO

NEVADA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

OKLAHOMA
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918.663.4444   Fax 918.664.8671

Beaverton
Kuni BMW
503.748.5460   Fax 503.748.5417

Bend
Carrera BMW
541.382.1711 Fax 541.389.2144

Eugene
BMW of Eugene
541.342.1763   Fax 541.431.4300

Medford
Medford BMW
541.779.5071   Fax 541.774.8429

Portland
Rasmussen BMW
503.226.0380   Fax 503.273.4278

Salem
Delon BMW
503.399.9541   Fax 503.585.5933

Allentown
Daniels BMW
877.820.4269   Fax 610.820.2990

Bala Cynwyd
BMW of The Main Line
610.668.2200   Fax 610.667.4786

Devon
Devon Hill Motors
610.687.9350   Fax 610.687.9360

Doylestown
Thompson BMW
215.340.9823   Fax 215.340.9361

Erie
New Motors, Inc.
814.868.4805   Fax 814.868.1996

Fort Washington
West German BMW
215.643.3322   Fax 215.643.8706

Johnstown  
Laurel BMW 
814.262.7028   Fax 814.266.7199

Lancaster
Faulkner BMW
717.569.4269   Fax 717.569.2736

Larksville
Wyoming Valley Motors
570.288.7411   Fax 570.283.6501

Mc Murray
Bobby Rahal BMW of South Hills
724.941.7000   Fax 724.941.7632

Mechanicsburg
Sun Motor Cars BMW
717.697.2300   Fax 717.697.0836

Monroeville
A & L BMW
412.373.6071   Fax 412.856.0114

Montoursville
Fairfield BMW
570.368.8121   Fax 570.368.8644

Pittsburgh
P&W Foreign Car Service, Inc.
412.682.0788   Fax 412.682.3706

Reading
Dick Horrigan BMW
610.777.1500   Fax 610.775.9377

Scranton
Tom Hesser BMW
570.343.1221   Fax 570.343.5209

Sewickley

Sewickley BMW
412.741.9331   Fax 412.741.7760

State College
Joel Confer BMW
814.237.5713   Fax 814.238.0154

West Chester
Otto's BMW
610.399.6800  Fax 610.399.4193

York
Apple BMW of York
717.845.6689   Fax 717.843.4659

Hato Rey
Autogermana BMW
787.474.7000   Fax 787.474.7034

Middletown
BMW of Newport
401.847.9600   Fax 401.848.5860

Warwick
Inskip BMW
401.821.1510   Fax 401.821.2004

Beach Island
Taylor BMW
706.819.5356   Fax 706.650.6756

Bluffton
Hilton Head BMW
843.815.1500   Fax 843.815.1547

Charleston
Rick Hendrick Imports
843.763.8403   Fax 843.763.8489

Columbia
BMW of Columbia
803.754.9241   Fax 803.754.7865

Conway
Fowler Motors, Inc.
843.347.4271   Fax 843.347.7762

Florence
Imports of Florence
843.662.8711   Fax 843.669.0064

Greensville
Century BMW 
864.234.6437   Fax 864.234.3373

Sioux Falls
Vern Eide BMW of Sioux Falls
605-335-3000   Fax 605-367-1120

Chattanooga
BMW of Chattanooga
423.894.5660   Fax 423.894.7675

Cordova
Roadshow BMW
901.365.2584   Fax 901.365.2531

Kingsport
Rick Hill BMW
423.246.7421   Fax 423.224.2133

Knoxville
Grayson BMW
865.693.4555   Fax 865.693.0092

Nashville
BMW of Nashville
615.850.4040   Fax 615.850.4000

Amarillo

Autoplex BMW
806.359.2886   Fax 806.359.2891

Arlington
Moritz BMW
817.436.5750   Fax 817.436.5768

Austin
BMW of Austin
512.343.3500   Fax 512.343.3525

Beaumont
BMW of Beaumont
409.833.7100   Fax 409.833.3544

Bryan
Garlyn Shelton BMW
979.776.7600   Fax979.776.8203

Corpus Christi
Coastal Motorcars, LTD
361.991.5555   Fax 361.991.5791

Dallas
BMW of Dallas
972.247.7233   Fax 972.243.0517

El Paso
BMW of El Paso
915.778.9381   Fax 915.779.8952

Fort Worth
Autobahn Imports, LP
817.336.0885   Fax 817.339.8982

Harlingen
Cardenas BMW
956.425.2400   Fax 956.421.3596

Houston
Advantage BMW
713.289.1200   Fax 713.289.1207

Houston
BMW of Houston North-Woodlands
281.874.1553   Fax 936.271.3011

Houston
Momentum BMW  
713.596.3100   Fax 713.596.3285

Houston
Momentum BMW West  
832.772.9100   Fax 832.772.9195

Lubbock
Alderson European Motors
806.763.8041   Fax 806.742.8613

Mcallen
Bert Ogdon BMW
956.631.6666   Fax 956.668.7701

Odessa
BMW of Permian Basin
432.580.5911   Fax 432.580.8161

Plano
Classic BMW 
972.918.1100   Fax 972.680.1508

San Antonio
BMW Center
210.732.7121   Fax 210.785.2811

Temple
Garlyn Shelton Imports
254.771.0128   Fax 254.771.3378

The Woodlands
BMW of Houston The Woodlands
866.498.2154   Fax 936.271.3069

Tyler
Mike Pyle BMW
903.561.7049   Fax 903.534.9484

Wichita Falls
BMW of Wichita Falls
940.322.5451   Fax940.322.4207

Murray

Firmage BMW of Murray
801.262.2535   Fax 801.892.6950

Pleasant Grove
Firmage BMW of Pleasant Grove
801.443.2000   Fax 801.443.2001

Arlington
BMW of Arlington
703.684.8500   Fax 703.549.4210

Charlottesville
BMW of Charlottesville
434.979.7222   Fax 434.984.1139

Fairfax
BMW of Fairfax
703.560.2300   Fax 703.560.8931

Lynchburg
Hammersley BMW
434.385.6226   Fax 434.385.0642

Newport News
Casey BMW
757.591.1300   Fax 757.591.1388

Richmond
Richmond BMW
804.346.0812   Fax 804.747.8578

Roanoke
Valley BMW
540.342.3733   Fax 540.345.9060

Sterling
BMW of Sterling
571.434.1944   Fax 571.434.7722

Virginia Beach
Checkered Flag BMW
757.490.1111   Fax 757.687.3508

Shelburne
The Automaster
802.985.8482   Fax 802.985.5751

Bellevue
BMW of Bellevue
425.643.4544   Fax 425.643.1027

Seattle
BMW Seattle
206.328.8787   Fax 206.777.1354

Spokane
Camp BMW
509.458.3288   Fax 509.755.0251

Tacoma
BMW Northwest
253.922.8700   Fax 253.922.0180

Yakima
Hahn Motor Company
509.453.9171   Fax 509.457.6598

Saint Albans
Moses BMW
304.722.4900   Fax 304.722.4999

Appleton
Enterprise BMW
920.749.2020   Fax 920.749.2030

Glendale
Concours Inc.
414.290.4250   Fax 414.290.4242

Madison
Zimbrick BMW
608-443-3900   Fax 608-442-1804

West Allis
International Autos

PENNSYLVANIA

RHODE ISLAND

SOUTH CAROLINA

SOUTH DAKOTA

TENNESSEE

TEXAS UTAH

VIRGINIA

PUERTO RICO

OREGON

WISCONSIN

WEST VIRGINIA

WASHINGTON

VERMONT
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